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Abstract
We present in this paper several improvements for computing
shortest path maps using OpenGL shaders [1]. The approach
explores GPU rasterization as a way to propagate optimal costs
on a polygonal 2D environment, producing shortest path maps
which can efficiently be queried at run-time. Our improved
method relies on Compute Shaders for improved performance,
does not require any CPU pre-computation, and handles short-
est path maps both with source points and with line segment
sources. The produced path maps partition the input environ-
ment into regions sharing a same parent point along the shortest
path to the closest source point or segment source. Our method
produces paths with global optimality, a characteristic which
has been mostly neglected in animated virtual environments.
The proposed approach is particularly suitable for the anima-
tion of multiple agents moving toward the entrances or exits
of a virtual environment, a situation which is efficiently repre-
sented with the proposed path maps.
1 Introduction
Global navigation often depends on efficient path planning
which is thus crucial in various applications from planning mo-
tions for real robots to controlling autonomous agents in virtual
environments. This paper focuses on the computation of opti-
mal paths for agents in virtual environments. While several ap-
proaches have been introduced in recent years for computing
paths among obstacles, the focus has mostly been on the ef-
ficiency of computation, without attention to providing global
optimality guarantees.
This situation reflects the fact that computing optimal paths, or
Euclidean shortest paths, efficiently is not a trivial task. One
way of computing Euclidean shortest paths is by constructing
a visibility graph of the environment and then running graph
search on it [2]. Unfortunately in the worst case the number of
edges in the visibility graph is Θ(n2), where n is the number of
vertices describing the obstacles, which can significantly slow
down path queries based on search algorithms running on the
graph.
Figure 1: Example of a multi-source Shortest Path Map com-
puted on a polygonal scene. There are three source points in
the upper half of the scene, and two line segment sources in
the lower half. The contour lines represent points with equal
distances to their closest source. Contour lines are directly ex-
tracted from the distance field which is stored in the Z-Buffer
as a result of our method. The blue cylinders are agents and
each has a polygonal line representing its shortest path to the
closest source.
Shortest Path Maps (SPMs) are constructed with respect to a
“source point”, and like Voronoi diagrams, SPMs partition the
space into regions. Whereas regions in Voronoi diagrams share
the same closest site, regions in SPMs share the same parent
points along the shortest path to the source, which means that
an SPM encodes shortest paths between a specified source and
all other points in a particular planar environment.
While SPMs have been studied in Computational Geometry for
several years, they have not been popular in practical appli-
cations. This is probably because their computation involves
several complex steps, even when considering non-optimal
construction algorithms. The proposed GPU computation ap-
proach greatly simplifies the process of building SPMs, allow-
ing them to be easily computed with rasterization procedures
triggered from OpenGL shaders without any pre-computation.
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Our approach introduces several advantages. While a CPU im-
plementation requires some point localization technique in or-
der to determine the region containing a query point, in the pro-
posed GPU approach point localization is reduced to a simple
constant time grid buffer mapping. After this mapping, since
every point in the SPM has direct access to its parent point
along the shortest path to the closest source, agents have direct
access to the next point to aim at when executing their trajecto-
ries. In addition, if the entire shortest path is needed it can be
retrieved in linear time with respect to the number of vertices
in the shortest path.
Our approach is based on the idea of cone rasterization from
source points, line segment sources, and obstacle vertices. Un-
like previous work of our group [1], in the presented method
we do not require pre-computation of the shortest path tree of
the environment and we also do not need to create any geome-
try for the rasterized cones. Instead we use dedicated fragment
shaders to simply fill in the pixels that have direct line-of-sight
to the vertices, improving computation speed and also elimi-
nating errors that were introduced from discretizing cone ge-
ometry into triangles.
Our shaders operate on the coordinates of the input vertices
and when the buffer resolution is adequate our maps produce
exact results not affected by the grid resolution. Our approach
is able to compute shortest path maps both with source points
and with line segment sources, and can produce relatively com-
plex dynamically-changing SPMs at real-time rates.
2 Related Work
Our work is related to different areas, from path planning and
GPU computing to the computation of distance fields. The re-
lated work review below is organized according to these areas.
Approaches to Path Planning Researchers in AI usually ap-
proach path planning with discrete search methods on grid-
based environments, sometimes making use of hierarchical
representations. While several advancements on discrete
search methods have been explored (heuristics, dynamic re-
planning, anytime planning, etc.), only a few attempts have fo-
cused on approximating Euclidean shortest paths [3], and still
not guaranteeing to achieve global optimality. A similar situa-
tion can be also observed in Computer Animation. While sev-
eral approaches have been introduced in recent years, the state-
of-the-art has focused mostly on the efficiency of computing
collision-free paths with the use of navigation meshes [4–6],
and has mostly neglected addressing global optimality.
One way to compute globally-optimal Euclidean shortest paths
is to first build the visibility graph of the environment and then
run a graph search algorithm on it [2,7]. Previous work [8] has
presented specific cases where the problem can be solved with
greedy O(n log n) time algorithms without explicitly building
the entire visibility graph. However, a visibility graph can have
Θ(n2) nodes, where n is the number of vertices describing the
environment, and a new graph search on it must be computed
for each path query [9–11]. It is therefore difficult to develop
efficient methods based on visibility graphs.
Shortest Path Maps The first method related to Shortest Path
Maps (SPMs) has worst-case time complexity O(kn log2 n)
[12], where k is the “illumination depth”, a parameter bounded
above by the number of different obstacles touching a shortest
path. Later, the first worst-case sub-quadratic algorithm was
proposed applying the continuous Dijkstra expansion, which
naturally leads to the construction of SPMs [13]. A nearly op-
timal algorithm for computing SPMs has been proposed taking
optimal O(n log n) time to preprocess the environment, allow-
ing distance-to-source queries to be answered inO(log n) time,
and paths to be returned in O(log n+ k) time, where k is the
number of turns along the path [14].
Unfortunately, these methods and all the known algorithms
with good theoretical running times involve complex tech-
niques and data structures that overburden their practical im-
plementation in applications. In contrast, our GPU-based ap-
proach is relatively simple and has been able to produce SPMs
of complexity not seen before in previous work. Our bench-
marks also demonstrate faster times in comparison to a previ-
ous GPU approach to compute SPMs [15] (Table 2).
The idea of using shader rasterization as an efficient way to
propagate wavefronts in the GPU was introduced by our group
in 2014 [1]. The method we present here significantly improves
the approach in multiple ways: 1) we eliminate the need to pre-
compute the visibility graph and SPT, and in doing so are able
to easily address maps with multiple source points and line seg-
ment sources, 2) the speed of the method is improved with a
new computation of shadow areas, and 3) we no longer need
to construct actual geometry for the rendered cones simulating
wavefront expansions; instead we simply employ a dedicated
fragment shader to directly fill in the relevant pixels, simplify-
ing the process and most importantly eliminating error accu-
mulation from cone discretization.
GPU Methods Previous work has investigated rasterization-
based GPU techniques for related applications, in particular for
computing Voronoi diagrams [16]. Although we also employ
rasterization techniques to accumulate distances, our approach
introduces the significant insight of placing primitives at accu-
mulated heights in order to compute SPMs and represent opti-
mal paths.
GPU methods have also been explored for path planning from
grid-based searches, for example by performing multiple short-
range searches in parallel [17], by parallelizing expansions
per-pixel on uniform grids [18] and based on a quad-tree
scheme [19]. However, grid-based approaches do not address
global optimality in the Euclidean sense. We nevertheless com-
pare reported times from some of these works with our ap-
proach (Table 2) and show that in addition to global optimality
our method is also faster in most cases.
Distance Fields on Meshes Computing distance fields on
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meshes is a problem closely related to computing SPMs.
The approach of Mitchell et al. [20] propagates front win-
dows while solving front events during propagation, taking
O(n2 log n) time. It is possible to perform window propaga-
tion without handling all events [21, 22], reaching O(n2) time
but in practice processing a high amount of windows. Window
prunning techniques have been investigated to improve practi-
cal running times [23]. While a benchmark between our ap-
proach and these methods is left for future work, our approach
represents a simpler solution for addressing the computation of
distance fields and SPMs.
Summary While several algorithms exist for computing
globally-shortest paths and shortest path maps, available meth-
ods are either somewhat complex for practical use or too ex-
pensive for real-time applications. The presented method is the
first to be implemented entirely with GPU shaders, it does not
require any pre-computation, and it enables multi-agent nav-
igation based on paths with global optimality, a characteristic
which has been neglected in simulated virtual environments de-
veloped to date.
3 Multi-Source Shortest Path Maps
We first describe the base SPM case with multiple source
points. Let ns be source points {s1, s2, ..., sns} in the plane,
such that si ∈ D, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., ns}, and whereD ⊂ R2 defines
a polygonal domain containing all sources. In all our examples
D is a rectangular area delimiting the environment of interest,
and the GPU framebuffer will be configured to entirely cover
D. A set of polygonal obstacles O, with a total of n vertices,
is also defined in D such that shortest paths will not cross any
obstacles in O.
Given source points the respective SPM will efficiently repre-
sent globally-shortest paths pi∗(p), which are optimal collision-
free paths from any point p ∈ D−O to its closest source point
si in the geodesic sense, i.e., si is the source that minimizes
miniλ
∗(p, si) = λ∗(p), where λ∗(p, si) denotes the length
of the shortest path pi∗(p, si), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., ns}. Our SPM
also efficiently represents the values of λ∗ for all pixels of the
framebuffer by storing them in a dedicated buffer created in
the OpenGL pipeline. This representation gives us direct ac-
cess to the distance field of the environment and allows us to
easily draw the white isolines that can be seen in most of the
figures in this paper. Depending on the situation source points
can represent the start or the end point of a path. In most of the
presented examples sources will represent goals to be reached
by agents placed anywhere in the environment.
The plane represented by the framebuffer is located at z = 0.
The basic idea of our method is to rasterize “clipped cones”
with apices placed below source points and obstacle vertices,
at z heights equal to their λ∗ values, so that the final rendered
result from an orthographic top-down view is the desired SPM
(see Figure 2).
The process is implemented as follows. An array containing
the ns source points and n obstacle vertices is stored in the
GPU. At each iteration one point is copied into a reserved po-
sition of a data array where it will be used to rasterize a clipped
cone. The point that is selected to generate the clipped cone at
each iteration is referred to as that iteration’s “generator.” Each
point is processed once, such that the result is given after ns+n
iterations.
Important to our approach is the fact that we do not actually
need to create discretized geometry for representing and then
drawing cones. Instead we simply fill in pixels that have direct
line-of-sight to the generator, which is an equivalent operation.
A cone apex is located below the generator relative to the z = 0
plane. The depth values of the affected pixels increase propor-
tionally to their Euclidean distances to the apex, as with the
slope of a cone. Because the depth is accumulated over itera-
tions, it represents the distance back to the source point along
the shortest path, λ∗. When all clipped cones are drawn at their
respective heights, the GPU’s depth test will maintain, for each
pixel, the correct parent generator point, which is the immedi-
ate next point on the shortest path from that pixel to the closest
source point. We say that a cone “loses” to another at a given
pixel when its depth is greater, leading it to be discarded in
favor of the “closer” cone.
3.1 Algorithm
Given polygonal obstacles O with n vertices and ns source
points, ns ≥ 1, the total number of vertices to be processed is
ntotal = n + ns. These points are stored in array DATAAR-
RAY of size ntotal + 1. The extra position is reserved for stor-
ing at each iteration the current generator that will be used for
cone rasterization. By convention this is the first position in
the array, DATAARRAY[0], and will be referred to as gcur.
Once DATAARRAY is constructed, it is stored in the GPU as
a Shader Storage Buffer Object. Each of the ntotal + 1 posi-
tions in DATAARRAY stores:
• x, y : The original coordinates of the point in D.
• STATUS : A flag that can be equal to SOURCE for sources,
OBSTACLE for obstacle vertices, or EXPANDED for points
which have already generated a cone.
• DISTANCE : The current known shortest path distance to the
closest source point, λ∗. This will always be 0 for source points
and is initially undetermined for obstacle vertices.
• PARENTID : Array index into DATAARRAY of the current
parent point, which is the next point on the shortest path back
to the closest source point. Since sources have no parent point,
by convention they simply store their own index.
The framebuffer stores similar information for the pix-
els. For each pixel, its red and green components store
the x and y coordinates of its parent point (equivalent to
DATAARRAY[PARENTID].xy), its blue component stores λ∗
(equivalent to DISTANCE), and its alpha channel stores either
0 if the pixel has yet to be reached by a cone or >0 otherwise.
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Figure 2: Top row: steps for computing a single-source SPM in a simple scene. Bottom row: corresponding 3D perspective view of
each step.
When the buffer is drawn, the color of each pixel is mapped in
the following way: x is used as the red component, y is used as
the green component, and the blue component is zeroed. Al-
though this mapping is arbitrary, it allows to visualize the loca-
tion of a region’s parent from the red and green intensities.
The SPM generation consists of four steps which repeat ntotal
times such that each point is processed once. The steps are
presented in Procedures 1-4. The hat notation (e.g., n̂) denotes
unit vectors.
Step 1 is a search in DATAARRAY where the position with the
smallest DISTANCE is copied into the reserved position of the
array, index 0. Only points which have not yet generated a
cone (STATUS 6= EXPANDED) are considered in this search,
and once a point is chosen its status is updated to EXPANDED
so that it cannot be processed again. The point that is chosen
becomes gcur, the current generator. This step can be skipped
in the first iteration of the algorithm as we can just start with
one of the source points.
Procedure 1 Search Compute Shader
Input: DATAARRAY
1: int generatorId← −1
2: float generatorDist← −1
3: for ∀i, i ∈ 1, 2, ..., ntotal do
4: if DATAARRAY[i].STATUS 6= EXPANDED then
5: if DATAARRAY[i].STATUS = SOURCE or
(generatorId = −1 or DATAARRAY[i].DISTANCE
< generatorDist) then
6: generatorId← i
7: generatorDist← DATAARRAY[i].DISTANCE
8: end if
9: end if
10: end for
11: DATAARRAY[0]← DATAARRAY[generatorId]
12: DATAARRAY[generatorId].STATUS← EXPANDED
Step 2 is to generate a shadow area in order to solve visibility
constraints. Using a geometry shader, we draw into a stencil
buffer three triangles behind every obstacle line segment that
is front-facing with respect to gcur, in a manner illustrated in
Figure 3. Any pixel covered by one of these triangles is consid-
ered to be in shadow. The resulting buffer is used as a stencil
buffer in the next step. Three triangles is the minimum number
of triangles needed to cover all possible shadow shapes. We
use constant csvf > 0, which stands for shadow vector factor,
when computing the points that make up the triangles. This
constant must be large enough to handle shadows of all sizes.
Since our coordinates are OpenGL normalized coordinates in
the [−1, 1] range, a value of 4 is always enough.
Procedure 2 Shadow Area Geometry Shader
Input: DATAARRAY
Input: gcur {Current generator point}
Input: e {One of the sides of a scene obstacle}
1: vec4 p1 ← first endpoint of e
2: vec4 p2 ← second endpoint of e
3: vec4 pm ← (p1+p2)/2
4: vec4 pg ← project and normalize vec4( gcur.xy, 0, 0 )
5: float dx← p2.x − p1.x
6: float dy ← p2.y − p1.y
7: vec4 ĝ← normalize( pm − pg )
8: vec4 n̂← normalize( vec4( dy,−dx, 0, 0 ) )
9: float d← dot( ĝ, n̂ )
10: if d < 0.1 then
11: vec4 v̂1← normalize( p1 − pg )
12: vec4 v̂2← normalize( p2 − pg )
13: vec4 p1s ← p1 + csvf v̂1
14: vec4 p2s ← p2 + csvf v̂2
15: vec4 pms ← pm + csvf ĝ
16: EmitPrimitive( p1, pms, p1s )
17: EmitPrimitive( p2, p2s, pms )
18: EmitPrimitive( p1, p2, pms )
19: end if
Step 3 draws a clipped cone with the generator gcur directly
above its apex along the z axis. As previously stated, we do not
actually create geometry for the cone but instead simply run a
fragment shader over every pixel on the screen. The pixels
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that are not in shadow have direct line-of-sight to gcur, so they
calculate their Euclidean distance to gcur and add it to gcur’s
accumulated distance, DISTANCE. If this sum is smaller than
the current DISTANCE of the pixel (from the cone of a previous
gcur), then its DISTANCE is updated and its PARENTID is set
to gcur’s index.
Figure 3: Example of a shadow area. The line segment e
represents the side of an obstacle. The red point pg is the gen-
erator, points p1 and p2 are the endpoints of e, and point pm is
the middle point of e. Vectors v̂1, v̂2, and ĝ are the normal-
ized vectors from pg to p1, pg to p2, and pg to pm, respectively.
Points p1s, p2s, and pms are calculated in the following way:
p1s = p1 + csvf v̂1, p2s = p2 + csvf v̂2, and pms = pm + csvf ĝ.
The three triangles are sufficient to cover the entire area behind
the segment. Using less than three triangles may not result in a
correct shadow if the generator is close to the segment because
the area becomes wide and thin. Value 4 is used for constant
csvf such that shadows of any size can be handled given that
our obstacle coordinates are normalized.
Finally, step 4 is to update the DISTANCE of all points visible
from the current generator, in a way similar to step 3. Each
point not in shadow calculates its distance to gcur plus gcur’s
DISTANCE, and if that sum is smaller than its previous DIS-
TANCE it stores the new DISTANCE and gcur’s index in its
PARENTID. The reason steps 3 and 4 are separate is because
step 3 is updating the framebuffer, while step 4 is updating the
DATAARRAY.
After all points have been processed, which means ntotal it-
erations of steps 1-4, the result in the framebuffer will be the
desired SPM. Examples of SPMs with a single source point are
shown in Figure 7 and with multiple source points are shown
in Figure 8.
The search in step 1 is O(ntotal) because it is a sequential
search in the array of size ntotal. Step 2 isO(r), where r is the
resolution of the framebuffer, because in the worst case there
will be enough triangles to render every pixel in the buffer. Step
3 is likewise O(r). Step 4 takes O(n) time because potentially
every obstacle vertex can have its distance updated. Steps 2,
3, and 4 are however executed in parallel by the GPU. Step 1
leads to a quadratic overall algorithm because the steps are it-
erated ntotal times; however, we have not observed any need
to optimize this step as in our experiments this step represented
about 1% of the total runtime cost.
Procedure 3 Cone Fragment Shader
Input: DATAARRAY
Input: gcur {Current generator point}
Input: fragCoord {xy coordinates of the pixel}
Output: vec4 fragV alue
1: bool inShadow ← is the pixel in shadow or not?
2: vec4 currentV alue ← what’s currently stored in this
pixel {Texture fetch}
3: vec4 fragV alue← currentV alue {If nothing else, pass
the current value on}
4: if inShadow = false then
5: vec2 p← normalize fragCoord
6: vec2 pg ← project and normalize gcur.xy
7: float newDist← distance( p, pg ) + gcur.DISTANCE
8: if there is no currently stored distance in the pixel or
newDist < currentV alue.z then
9: fragV alue← vec4( gcur.xy, newDist, 1 )
10: end if
11: end if
Procedure 4 Distance Compute Shader
Input: DATAARRAY
Input: gcur {Current generator point}
1: int id← index of the point to be updated
2: bool inShadow ← is the point in shadow or not?
3: if inShadow = false then
4: vec2 p← project and normalize DATAARRAY[id].xy
5: vec2 pg ← project and normalize gcur.xy
6: float newDist← distance( p, pg ) + gcur.DISTANCE
7: if there is no currently stored distance
in DATAARRAY[id] or newDist <
DATAARRAY[id].DISTANCE then
8: DATAARRAY[id].DISTANCE← newDist
9: DATAARRAY[id].PARENTID← gcur’s original index
10: end if
11: end if
4 Segment Sources
Line segment sources are one natural extension to our method,
and are interesting as sources for what they can represent.
Many goals in real-world scenarios are not single points but
line segments, for example the finish line of a race, the thresh-
olds of doorways or hallways, and the boundary of a coastline
can all be represented as polygonal line segments. For instance,
many of these cases appear when planning evacuation routes
from buildings. Being able to compute SPMs with segments as
sources allows us to maintain global optimality in these practi-
cal situations.
Consider that we now have additional nl line segment sources
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{l1, l2, ..., lnl}, such that li, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., nl}, consists of
two endpoints ∈ D − O. The SPM will then efficiently rep-
resent globally-shortest paths pi∗(p), which are now optimal
collision-free paths from any point p ∈ D − O to the closest
reachable point on its closest segment source li, in the geodesic
sense.
Every line segment li can have nci critical points, nci ≥ 0. A
critical point denotes a point on the segment onto which at least
one obstacle vertex projects. The obstacle vertex must have di-
rect line-of-sight to the segment. Critical points are where the
visibility of the scene changes with respect to the segment and
are useful because in practice every path that passes through
the corresponding obstacle vertex will have its shortest path
reach the line segment on that critical point (see Figure 4). For
each li, first the two endpoints of the segment create two entries
in DATAARRAY which are treated identically to source points.
Then, nci + 1 further entries are created, where nci is equal to
the number of critical points segment li possesses. Every one
of these entries stores two pairs of xy coordinates rather than
just one, with STATUS set to SOURCESEGMENT, to represent
the sub-segments of li. If nci = 0, then the two endpoints
are simply used because the segment has no sub-segments. If
nci > 0, then every adjacent pair of points, including both end-
points and critical points, will create an entry in DATAARRAY.
The distance calculation of the SPM generation process is dif-
ferent when the generator’s STATUS is marked as SOURCE-
SEGMENT. It is necessary to determine whether the point being
updated is closer to one of the endpoints of the sub-segment, or
somewhere inbetween. If it is closer to one of the endpoints,
the distance is simply the distance to that endpoint. Otherwise,
the distance is equal to the distance between the point and its
projection on the sub-segment.
The described changes are sufficient to handle both points and
line segments as sources. Figure 5 shows additional examples
of SPMs with line segment sources.
Figure 4: The circled points on the segment sources are the
critical points, which are projections of obstacle vertices.
5 Results and Discussion
We evaluate the performance of our method with several
benchmarks using a framebuffer resolution of 1000x1000 on
Comp. Comp.+Transfer
Map name P V Time (s) Time (s)
Simple1 3 13 0.0011 0.0209
Simple2 4 16 0.0018 0.0221
Concave1 2 12 0.0011 0.0207
Concave2 13 96 0.0088 0.0465
Spiral 1 38 0.0022 0.0274
SpmEx1 3 15 0.0016 0.0215
SpmEx2 13 91 0.0100 0.0470
Profiling0 4 16 0.0014 0.0221
Profiling1 16 64 0.0054 0.0404
Profiling2 36 144 0.0456 0.0858
Profiling3 64 256 0.1251 0.1680
Profiling4 100 400 0.2701 0.3099
Profiling5 196 784 0.8564 0.8863
Profiling6 400 1600 2.7371 2.8070
Table 1: Average time in seconds to compute a single-source
SPM on various maps (shown in 7). P and V are the number of
polygons and vertices.
a Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 GPU and an Intel Core i7 3.40
GHz computer with 16GB of memory.
Table 1 shows average execution times for computing 100
single-source SPMs with random source points in D−O. The
table shows times both with and without transferring the result-
ing SPM back to the host memory.
Figure 6 charts out computation times on the Profiling maps.
These maps are composed of uniform rows of square obstacles
(in the same layout as the rightmost environment in Figure 7)
with large visible areas from all points in the map. This repre-
sent a worst-case scenario for our method because the amount
of points that have to be considered at each step is almost the
maximum. Still we observe that the increase in computation
time is close to linear.
Table 2 shows that our method is also able to compute SPMs
Figure 5: Line segment source examples. Left: SPM of two
segment sources intersecting at the center. Right: Several paths
from agents represented as blue triangles to their closest points
in a segment source. In both cases the white contours represent
the distance field from the sources.
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Method CPU GPU Resolution O V Optimality Time (s)
Dynamic Search using uniform grid (1) – GF GT 650M 1024x1024 – – Average 32.93
Dynamic Search using uniform grid (1) – GF GTX 680 1024x1024 – – Average 21.25
Dynamic Search using uniform grid (2) – – 1024x1024 – – Average 14.12
Dynamic Search using quad-tree (2) – – 1024x1024 – – No 0.04
CUDA-based SPM (3) i7 2.66 GHz GF GTX 580 1024x1024 64 256 Best 1.42
Previous Shader-based SPM (4) i7 3.40 GHz GF GTX 570 1024x1024 64 256 Best 0.11-0.17
Current Shader-based SPM (5) i7 3.40 GHz GF GTX 970 1000x1000 64 256 Best 0.13
Table 2: A comparison of GPU-based techniques: (1) Dynamic search using an uniform grid [Kapadia et al. 2013]; (2) Dynamic
search using an uniform grid or a quad-tree [Garcia et al. 2014]; (3) [Wynters 2013]; (4) [Camporesi and Kallmann 2014]; (5) Our
method. The resolution refers to the resolution of the grid or the framebuffer, depending on the method. The number of obstacles
(O) and vertices (V) in the environment are included for the last three methods because they affect running times. Some hardware
details were not specified in the papers.
Figure 6: The x axis represents the number of obstacle vertices
in the scene, and the y axis represents the computation time in
seconds.
and return optimal paths faster than some previous GPU-based
methods which are grid-based and non-optimal. For example,
Kapadia et al. [18] gives times to plan paths on a grid environ-
ment with similar resolution to the buffer used in our bench-
marks, 1024x1024, as follows: between 32.931 and 49.126
seconds for a GT 650M and between 21.246 and 30.778 sec-
onds for a GTX 680. While our benchmarks used a newer GTX
970 GPU, we nevertheless believe that a new card would not
offer the significant speed up to match even the 2.80 second
running time we achieved on our most complicated map. In a
later work a quad-tree was employed to significantly speed up
the computation [19], but sacrificing optimality even more in
the process.
5.1 Discussion
Although our method uses a framebuffer grid and thus approx-
imates points to the center of the closest pixel when drawing
maps, the elimination of discretized cone geometries leads to
all distance calculations being computed using the original co-
ordinates of the obstacle vertices. This means that there is no
accumulation of error introduced by our method when com-
paring distances and when integrating the lengths of computed
paths. In practice, when the chosen framebuffer resolution
correctly represents an environment, only the region borders
formed by collision fronts might be affected by the pixel ap-
proximation. Regions dictate which parent to first take when
constructing a shortest path to the closest source, so for a query
point that falls on a region border the first vertex choice is sub-
ject to a maximum error equal to half a pixel’s diagonal. How-
ever even in this case it is possible to eliminate the error by
comparing all possible neighboring parent points and choosing
the one that is truly the closest to the query point.
Besides being resolution-sensitive the main limitation of our
method is that it may only be suitable for real-time simula-
tions in environments of moderate size. Our method is slower
than state-of-the-art path finding solutions that focus on speed
of computation instead of global optimality [6]. However, our
performance times have potential to increase over time given
the rapid expansion of GPU-based computing hardware and
techniques.
6 Conclusions
We have presented in this paper improved shader-based GPU
methods for computing shortest path maps, without the need
of pre-computation, and addressing maps with multiple source
points and line segments as sources. These capabilities address
practical real-life situations and our benchmarks show that our
method outperforms comparable approaches in most cases.
Our approach opens new directions for incorporating naviga-
tion information within the traditional graphics pipeline by in-
troducing mapping techniques that can instantly guide agents in
multi-agent simulations, with buffers directly storing distances
to the closest source and providing the next point to aim for
from any point in the environment.
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